
3D TAKES FLIGHT
NEW WEB TECHNOLOGIES ENABLE 2D AND 3D VISUALISATIONS ONLINE THAT ARE AS
POWERFUL AS THOSE IN DESKTOP APPLICATIONS, SAYS STEFAN BELLM

Historically, geospatial applications needed to run as standalone
applications on powerful desktop computers. But with HTML5
andWebGL technology in modern browsers, the same geospatial
applications can now run directly in a browser, even on mobile devices
and tablets.

LuciadRIA version 2016 gives geospatial developers the ability
to take their own web apps into the third dimension, usingWebGL
technology to bring desktop-like performance to web browsers. Using
LuciadRIA and data from Flightradar24, Luciad created a web app to
visualise, filter and analyse 24 hours of global flights. The 3D capability
renders detailed terrain elevation and transparent airspace volumes.
Users can move around these features and see flight tracks navigating
in or around spaces and obstacles by tilting the terrain. They can even
replay and navigate a recorded flight from the point of view of a pilot.

Users can toggle between 2D and 3D views with the click of a
button, the software retaining shapes’ accuracy when switching. Vector
shapes, such as roads, are draped over terrain with geodetic precision.
Similarly, labels rearrange and resize themselves automatically in both
views for clear and accurate visualisation.

Users can also easily distinguish flight trajectories, showing trails
along flight paths, rather than viewing points moving across a map or
trying to distinguish between thousands of crisscrossing tracks. This
feature can also help them to determine which flights are taking off and
which are landing in specific airports.

A time slider gives the power of 4D analysis. User can then integrate
weather data and predict how past, live and predicted weather events
can affect their operations..

USING LUCIADRIA AND DATA FROM
FLIGHTRADAR24, LUCIAD CREATED A WEB
APP TO VISUALISE, FILTER AND ANALYSE
24 HOURS OF GLOBAL FLIGHTS

Stefan Bellm ismarketing project manager at Luciad
(www.luciad.com)
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SP60
The most versatile GNSS solution

Have you ever dreamed of a product that would grow with your needs? The Spectra
Precision SP60 is a new generation GNSS receiver offering a high level of flexibility to cover
any survey demand from simple post-processing, through UHF or Long Range Bluetooth
base and rover systems to sophisticated RTK and RTX rover solutions. Combining the
unique all-signals-tracking and processing Z-Blade GNSS-centric technology and L-band
capability for satellite-delivered CenterPoint® RTX service, the SP60 GNSS receiver provides
the most reliable measurements and the highest possible accuracy under any conditions,
anywhere in the world.

SP60 : Simply Versatile

Grow with Your Needs

! Internal TRx UHF radio
! Long Range Bluetooth
! Anti-theft protection

Features
! Extended survey scalability
! New 240-channel 6G ASIC
! Z-Blade GNSS-centric
! CenterPoint® RTX capable
! Internal TRx UHF radio

AMERICAS: +1-720-587-4700 or 888-477-7516 (Toll Free in USA)

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: +33-(0)2-28-09-38-00

ASIA-PACIFIC: +65-6348-2212

www.spectraprecision.com
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

SPECTRA PRECISION DEALER


